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Abstract
Study objective – To estimate the point accuracy of adult registration on the community health index (CHI) by comparing it with the electoral register (ER) and the community charge register (CCR).
Design – Survey of overlapping samples from three registers to ascertain whether respondents were living at the addresses given on the registers, analysed by capture-recapture methods.
Setting – Aberdeen North and South parliamentary constituencies.
Participants – Random samples of adult registrants aged at least 18 years from the CHI (n = 1000), ER (n = 998), and CCR (n = 956).
Main results – Estimated sensitivities (the proportions of the target population registered at the address where they live) were: CHI = 84-6% (95% confidence limits 82-4%, 86-7%); ER = 90-0% (87-5%, 92-5%), and CCR = 87-7% (85-3%, 90-3%). Positive predictive values (the proportions of registrants who were living at their stated addresses) were: CHI = 84-6% (82-2%, 87-0%); ER = 94-0% (90-9%, 97-1%), and CCR = 93-7% (91-7%, 95-7%).
Conclusions – The CHI assessed in this study was significantly less sensitive and predictive than the corresponding ER and CCR. Capture-recapture methods are effective in assessing the accuracy of population registers.

Methods
Subjects
Aberdeen is a busy city in north east Scotland which attracts many migrant oil workers and students; 205 000 people live within the city district.16 We restricted the study to all adults (aged 18 years or more) who on 1 October 1991 (when registration for the community charge was compulsory) were living in properties within the boundaries of Aberdeen North and South parliamentary constituencies, which together comprise about two thirds of the city district; these adults represent our target population. The study was approved by the Grampian Joint Ethical Committee.

Population registers support a variety of important activities from disease screening to epidemiological research, and accuracy is therefore important. Unfortunately, like other population records, they may suffer from inflation (inappropriate entries), deflation (inappropriate absences), and file errors (data errors within otherwise appropriate entries).

Inappropriate entries and file errors can be identified through field surveys, and seem to be frequent in general practice17 and family health services authority (FHSA) registers,4–8 particularly among the elderly9 and in urban areas.10 Estimates of deflation are more difficult because the unregistered are by definition hard to find. Capture-recapture methods provide one approach to this problem, requiring comparison of multiple independent samples. Originally developed to estimate the size of animal populations, they have since been adapted for use in human populations.11,12 They have been used to estimate the point accuracy of paediatric registers13 and more recently to identify such elusive groups as prostitutes14 and the homeless.15

Capture-recapture methods are used here to estimate the true accuracy of adult registration on the community health index (CHI) in Aberdeen, by comparison with the electoral register (ER) and community charge register (CCR). The CHI is a computerised patient record system, maintained by the primary care division of each Scottish health board; they are equivalent to the FHSA registers in England. The community charge was a local tax which has now been abandoned.

We decided to estimate sensitivity (the proportion of a target population who are registered at the address where they live), and positive predictive value (the proportion of registrants who live at their stated addresses). These parameters are practical measures of deflation and inflation respectively, and thus characterise the difficulty of contacting individuals registered at addresses other than their actual residence.

OFFICE SURVEY
We estimated the total number of adults with a specific address listed on each parent register. The ER and CCR had to be counted manually, the ER because it was not computerised, and the CCR despite being computerised; in contrast the CHI was counted by its computer. Electors without a specific address or under 18 years old were excluded.

Simple random samples were drawn on 1 October 1991 from the computer records of
the CCR and CHI; the target sample size was 1000 for each register. A systematic random (every one hundred and twentieth name starting from a randomly chosen origin) was drawn from the ER compiled on 10 October 1991.

Each sample was cross checked against the other two registers. The three samples were then merged; obvious duplicate entries (that is, same name and address appearing more than once) were identified and reduced to a single entry. Individuals were classified into one of seven possible cells according to which combination of registers included their addresses (CHI only, ER only, CCR only, CHI and ER, ER and CCR, CCR and CHI, or all three).

FIELD SURVEY
A field survey was performed to estimate the proportion of individuals within each cell who were correctly registered. Persons were defined as “correctly registered” if they were living at their registered address. Cells with less than 133 subjects were taken whole, but random subsamples were drawn from larger cells in the interests of economy.

Three survey methods were used to establish whether subjects had actually been living at their stated addresses on the 1 October 1991. Attempts were made to contact all subjects, first by telephone and then by home visit. Those who remained uncontacted were sent a reply-paid letter followed by one reminder. Responses to each method were noted, and individuals coded as definitely present, definitely absent, or unknown.

The proportion of telephone respondents living at their stated addresses on 1 October 1991 (94·7%) was much higher than the corresponding proportions of respondents visited at home (71·2%) and of respondents who replied by post (66·9%). However, there were no significant differences in these last two proportions either in general or within any of the seven distinct cells. We therefore estimated the proportion of those coded as unknown within each cell who were actually living at their stated addresses on the qualifying date by the corresponding proportion of those visited at home or replying by post within the same cell. Given that almost all surveys suffer from non-response some means of imputing the true responses is almost always needed. Our approach was in effect to assume that non-responders are more like late responders than early responders – a more sophisticated approach than that adopted by most surveys.

ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY
These proportions were used to estimate the actual numbers of correctly registered people within each of the seven possible cells. The unknown number “x” in the eighth cell represents residents absent from all three registers.

FIELD SURVEY
A field survey was performed to estimate the proportion of individuals within each cell who were correctly registered. Persons were defined as “correctly registered” if they were living at their registered address. Cells with less than 133 subjects were taken whole, but random subsamples were drawn from larger cells in the interests of economy.

Three survey methods were used to establish whether subjects had actually been living at their stated addresses on the 1 October 1991. Attempts were made to contact all subjects, first by telephone and then by home visit. Those who remained uncontacted were sent a reply-paid letter followed by one reminder. Responses to each method were noted, and individuals coded as definitely present, definitely absent, or unknown.

The proportion of telephone respondents living at their stated addresses on 1 October 1991 (94·7%) was much higher than the corresponding proportions of respondents visited at home (71·2%) and of respondents who replied by post (66·9%). However, there were no significant differences in these last two proportions either in general or within any of the seven distinct cells. We therefore estimated the proportion of those coded as unknown within each cell who were actually living at their stated addresses on the qualifying date by the corresponding proportion of those visited at home or replying by post within the same cell. Given that almost all surveys suffer from non-response some means of imputing the true responses is almost always needed. Our approach was in effect to assume that non-responders are more like late responders than early responders – a more sophisticated approach than that adopted by most surveys.

ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY
These proportions were used to estimate the actual numbers of correctly registered people within each of the seven possible cells. The unknown number “x” in the eighth cell of table 1, representing those residents who were absent from all three registers, was estimated by log-linear modelling on the assumption of no second order interaction between the three registers. The details of this technique, first advocated by Fienberg and reviewed by McCarty et al., are described in Appendix I.

The sensitivity of each register was then estimated. The population denominator was taken as the sum of all the correctly registered individuals within each cell, plus the estimated value of “x”. The proportion of this population present on each individual register provided an estimate of the true sensitivity of each register.

ESTIMATION OF POSITIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE
For each of the original samples in turn, individuals were again classified into cells describing the combination of registers on which they appeared. The estimated proportions of correctly registered subjects were again applied to each cell, leading to an estimate of the number of correct entries within each sample, and hence an estimate of the positive predictive value of each register.

EXTRAPOLATION TO THE POPULATION LEVEL
The results were extrapolated to the whole population within Aberdeen North and South parliamentary constituencies to estimate the

---

### Table 1

Sensitivities of the community health index (CHI), electoral register (ER) and community charge register (CCR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHI</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>CCR</th>
<th>n*</th>
<th>Subsample</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Absent</th>
<th>Not known</th>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( n_x )</th>
<th>( \theta )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>2164</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0·99</td>
<td>2131</td>
<td>0·763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0·86</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0·075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0·86</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0·024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0·91</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0·043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0·27</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0·016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0·45</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0·019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0·70</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0·015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x + 2941</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>188</td>
<td></td>
<td>2794</td>
<td>1·000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated sensitivities (95% confidence limits):

\[ \text{CHI} = 0.763 \pm 0.024 \quad \text{ER} = 0.705 \pm 0.043 \quad \text{CCR} = 0.705 \pm 0.024 \]

\[ \text{CHI} \cap \text{ER} = 0.705 \pm 0.043 \quad \text{CHI} \cap \text{CCR} = 0.705 \pm 0.024 \quad \text{ER} \cap \text{CCR} = 0.705 \pm 0.019 \]

\[ \text{CHI} \cap \text{ER} \cap \text{CCR} = 0.705 \pm 0.015 \]

*The first seven cells of this column subdivide the combined sample of 2941 according to the registers on which they appeared; the unknown number “x” in the eighth cell represents residents absent from all three registers.

† Proportion of individuals within subsample living at their stated addresses on 1 October 1991, adjusted in the manner described in the paper.

‡ Estimated number of individuals within the effective combined sample (that is, living at their stated addresses on 1 October 1991).

§ Estimated proportion of target population within each cell.
Table 2  Positive predictive value of the community health index (CHI), electoral register (ER), and community charge register (CCR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>CHI</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>CCR</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>np</th>
<th>Positive predictive value (95% CL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>895</td>
<td></td>
<td>937</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>93-7%</td>
<td>91-7%, 95-7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>846</td>
<td></td>
<td>90-9%</td>
<td>97-1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>722</td>
<td>0-99</td>
<td>711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0-66</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0-91</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0-67</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>735</td>
<td>0-99</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>84-6% (82-2%, 87-0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>937</td>
<td></td>
<td>94-0%</td>
<td>99-7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>0-99</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0-86</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0-66</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>895</td>
<td></td>
<td>93-7%</td>
<td>91-7%, 95-7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0-70</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>722</td>
<td>0-99</td>
<td>711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

likely true adult population present on 1 October 1991 (Appendix II). This estimate was compared to the most recent national census.16

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR OUTCOME MEASURES

One thousand replications of the field survey were simulated using Monte Carlo techniques, based on computer generated random numbers.18 These replicates were generated on the basis of the sample size and proportions of registrants estimated as definitely present, definitely absent or unknown from the actual field survey (Appendix III). For each simulated data set, repeat estimates were made of the parameters of interest, and the distribution of the estimates were used to construct 95% confidence intervals. Estimates of the standard errors of the difference between the sensitivity and specificity of the CHI and that of the other two registers were also derived from these simulated data sets, and then used to test for significant differences between the registers. Because these simulations were based on three specific samples rather than all possible samples, the resulting standard errors will have been slightly underestimated.

Results

The total number of adults registered was 118 845 on the ER, 125 593 on the CHI, and 117 690 on the CCR. Random samples of 1000, 998, and 956 names respectively were drawn from each register; the CHI sample was smaller because of the constraints of existing computer software. No name and address combinations were replicated within any single sample. However, 13 appeared in two of the three samples leaving a total of 2941 separate people. Table 1 shows how many of these appeared on each register as established by the office survey.

Altogether 772 individuals were sampled for the field survey and useful data were obtained from 584 (75-6%) subjects; the “not known” category comprised 12 explicit refusals (1-6%), 72 non-responders (9-3%), 58 whose addresses were inadequate (7-5%), and 46 current residents (6-0%) who were unaware whether the sampled person had been resident on 1 October 1991. The field survey allowed us to estimate that of the original sample of 2941 individuals, 2666 were living at their specified address on this date. We estimated that another 128 residents (95% confidence limits 64, 192) were absent from all three registers, giving an effective total sample of 2794 (2701, 2887). These estimates were combined to estimate the sensitivities of the three registers (table 1). The sensitivity of the CHI was 5-4% (4-4%, 6-4%) and 3-1% (2-1%, 4-1%) less than that of the ER and the CCR respectively.

Table 2 shows the structure of the original samples and the estimated number of correctly registered subjects present within each. The positive predictive value of the CHI was 9-4% (6-3%, 12-5%) and 9-1% (6-9%, 11-3%) less than that of the ER and CCR respectively.

Finally the total number of adults living within Aberdeen North and South parliamentary constituencies on 1 October 1991 was estimated to be 125 085 (120 121, 130 049).

Discussion

The CHI had a significantly worse sensitivity and positive predictive value than either the CCR or ER. No previous sensitivity estimates are available for the CHI, but predictive values in the range of 75% to 96% have been reported.20

It should be emphasised that we considered individuals to be “correctly registered” only if they were actually resident at their stated address. Accordingly some individuals registered within Aberdeen North and South constituencies at legitimate postal addresses would have been excluded. Furthermore, the 188 unknown responses in the field survey were unevenly distributed across the cells. We tried to minimise this potential source of bias by continuing the field survey until the non-respondent category constituted only 9-3% of the field survey sample. The remaining 15-1% were either refusals, genuine “don’t knows”, or inadequate addresses. Nevertheless, the final results would have been a little different had these subjects been either mostly present or mostly absent.

The relative performance of the three registers studied may partly reflect incentives to join or leave them. Eligible adults are actively encouraged to join the ER, and regional councils visit or mail all properties in their area. Registration for the community charge was compulsory during its currency, and there was a financial incentive to declare departures from this register promptly. In contrast, registration and deregistration from the CHI require contact with health services and healthy individuals often have little inclination either to register or to notify their departure.

Inaccuracies in population registers can affect health care adversely. Poor sensitivity may reduce the effectiveness of services such as breast and cervical screening,21 22 while low predictive values may cause resource wastage, for example by exaggerating non-attendance at screening clinics. Furthermore, net expansion
of registers can spuriously increase general practitioner capitation fees. In this study the precise health consequences cannot be accurately assessed because the distribution of errors across the population is unknown. However, we can say that excess capitation payments seem unlikely as the total number of registrants on the CHI (125 593) exceeded the estimated size of the resident population by under 1%. Comparison with the last census estimate (113 366) might suggest the reverse, but this figure is misleading for several reasons. First, a large number of students (4634) were deliberately excluded from this estimate. Second, a large offshore workforce operates from Aberdeen and some of these individuals may have been difficult to detect and classify for census purposes. Finally, about one million British citizens evaded the last census; the deficit in Aberdeen city district was estimated as 5200, the majority residing within the study area. Thus, our own estimate of the real adult population (125 085) in the area studied is not implausible, and is close to the total number of adults appearing on the CHI. Reassuring though this finding is, it cannot be extrapolated to other parts of the United Kingdom without replicating our capture-recapture methods.

The sensitivity and positive predictive value of the ER were particularly good. There was little evidence of the significant under-registration of the electorate which, some claim, contributed to the loss of Labour-held parliamentary seats (such as Aberdeen South) and perhaps led to Labour’s defeat in the 1992 general election. The ER might be useful to health care workers and a recent study demonstrated its value in improving the predictive value of FHSA registers. However, not all residents eligible for health care are enfranchised, and the accuracy of the ER declines between its annual revisions.

How can we improve patient registration? Primary care staff should be encouraged to check patient details when feasible, and patients themselves should be encouraged to register and report changes of circumstance promptly. Furthermore, the separate (although interdependent) patient registers held by general practitioners, their contractors, and the NHS central registry (as well as hospital records) could be linked more effectively to allow rapid updating of core information (such as name and address) each time an individual makes contact with an element of the health service. Linkage of patient lists with local government registers might also be helpful. Although compulsory national registration was abandoned in Britain in 1952, it remains common in other parts of Europe, particularly Scandinavia. Sweden has done both; her citizens are assigned a single unique identification number at birth which is used for taxation, health care, voting, and social benefits. Although this merger of secular records is reflected in the high quality medical and epidemiological research in Sweden, it is not universally popular. Similarly, although the British fashion of maintaining multiple independent registers is both expensive and inefficient, it seems unlikely to change in the short term. Record linkage would inevitably generate concerns about civil liberties, even with carefully restricted access, while national registration would be difficult to revise.

In conclusion, the application of capture-recapture methods has suggested that adult registration on the Aberdeen CHI suffers from both substantial inflation and substantial deflation. The potential of these methods to evaluate population and other registers has not yet been fully exploited.
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Appendix I: Estimation of the number of residents absent from all three registers (“x”)

In a three-way table an association between two of the variables may differ in degree or in direction within different categories of the third variable. If there is no such second order interaction, then the association between the first two variables is the same for any category of the third variable. In this example we assumed that any observed association between presence on any two of the registers would not vary if subjects were stratified according to their presence or absence on the third register. In terms of proportions (θ), this relationship can be expressed as follows:

\[
\theta_{++} = \frac{n_{++}}{n_{+\cdot}}
\]

where θ_{++} = proportion of population present on all three registers; θ_{+-} = proportion of population present on two of the three registers; etcetera.

Similarly let \( x_{++} \), \( x_{+-} \), \( x_{-+} \), \( x_{--} \), etcetera, represent the number of individuals in the combined sample who are present in any one of these cells. The best point estimate for the unknown \( x \) (or \( x_{++} \)) is obtained by substituting the \( \theta \)'s by their observed values \( x_{++} / n_{+\cdot} \), \( x_{-+} / n_{-\cdot} \), etcetera. Ex hypothesi there is no second order interaction between the three samples.

Hence

\[
\begin{align*}
  x_{++} &= x_{++} + x_{+-} + x_{-+} + x_{--} \\
  x_{+-} &= x_{++} + x_{+-} + x_{-+} + x_{--} \\
  x_{-+} &= x_{++} + x_{+-} + x_{-+} + x_{--} \\
  x_{--} &= x_{++} + x_{+-} + x_{-+} + x_{--}
\end{align*}
\]

And
Appendix II: Estimation of the adult population of Aberdeen North and South constituencies (*"N")

The number of correctly registered individuals present on each register (R_{CHI}, R_{SR}, R_{CCR}) was estimated by using a predictive value of each register and the total numbers of individuals on each register (table 2).

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{CHI} &= R_{++} + R_{+-} + R_{-+} + R_{- -} \\
R_{CCR} &= R_{++} + R_{+-} + R_{-+} + R_{--} \\
R_{SR} &= R_{++} + R_{+-} + R_{-+} + R_{--}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(R_{++}\) = number of correctly registered individuals present on all three registers; \(R_{+-}, R_{-+}, R_{--}\) = number of correctly registered individuals present on two of the three registers etc.

Let

\[
R = R_{CHI} + R_{SR} + R_{CCR}
\]

\[
= 3R_{++} + 2R_{+-} + 2R_{-+} + 2R_{--} + 2R_{+-} + 2R_{-+} + 2R_{--}
\]

Hence

\[
R = N \cdot R_{++} + 2N \cdot R_{+-} + 2N \cdot R_{-+} + 2N \cdot R_{--}
\]

\[
+ 2 \cdot N \cdot R_{+-} + 2 \cdot N \cdot R_{-+} + 2 \cdot N \cdot R_{--}
\]

And

\[
N = \frac{R}{3R_{++} + 2R_{+-} + 2R_{-+} + 2R_{--} + 2R_{+-} + 2R_{-+} + 2R_{--}}
\]

Appendix III: Simulation to replicate the field survey

Let \(S_{++}\) denote the sample size used in the field survey to estimate the proportion of individuals appearing on all three registers who were correctly registered. Similarly, let \(S_{+-}, S_{-+}, S_{--}\) denote the sample size used to estimate this proportion for individuals appearing on any two of the registers, etc.

Let \(p_{++}, a_{++}, u_{++}\) denote the number of individuals who were definitely present, definitely absent and unknown out of \(S_{++}\). These numbers are random variables with the following multinomial distribution:

\[
p_{++}, a_{++}, u_{++} \sim \text{Mult}(S_{++}, p_{++}, a_{++}, u_{++})
\]

where \(p_{++}, a_{++}\) and \(u_{++}\) are the proportions of individuals who are definitely present, definitely absent and unknown out of the individuals registered on all three registers and \(S_{++} = (p_{++} + a_{++} + u_{++})\). Using estimates of \(p_{++}, a_{++}\) and \(u_{++}\) provided from the actual field survey, one thousand independent realisations of \((p_{++}, a_{++}, u_{++})\) were simulated as follows:

(i) Simulate, using Monte Carlo techniques, \(p_{++}\) from a binomial distribution with a sample size \(S_{++}\) and probability of success \(p_{++}\).

(ii) Simulate, using Monte Carlo techniques, \(a_{++}\) from a binomial distribution with a sample size \((S_{++} - p_{++})\) and probability of success \((1 - a_{++})\).

(iii) Calculate \(u_{++} = (S_{++} - p_{++} - a_{++})\).

(iv) Repeat (i) to (iii) 1000 times.

Similarly one thousand realisations of \((p_{++}, a_{++}, u_{++})\), \((p_{++}, a_{++}, u_{++})\), etc, were simulated from each of the other six cells.
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